ABSTRACT Objective: The medical literature lacks a comprehensive taxonomy of decisions made by physicians in medical encounters. Such a taxonomy might be useful in understanding the physician-centred, patient-centred and shared decision-making in clinical settings. We aimed to identify and classify all decisions emerging in conversations between patients and physicians.
INTRODUCTION
Decision-making is a key activity in patientphysician encounters, with decisions as the outcomes of such activity. 1 Decision-making can be regarded as the cognitive process resulting in the selection of a belief or a course of action among several alternative possibilities. 2 The words decision and judgement are used as synonyms in everyday and medical language, 3 which is reflected in the research and theory on clinical judgement and decision-making that have advanced healthcare in the past five decades. 1 4-9 Medical decision science has descriptive, normative and prescriptive functions: explaining how patients and physicians routinely make decisions, proposing standards for ideal decisionmaking, and providing tools to make good decisions in practice, respectively. 1 Attempts to define decisions have followed these function-specific patterns. For example, Sackett et al 10 define evidence-based decisions as 'the integration of best research evidence with clinical expertise and patient values'. Haynes et al 11 have pointed out that this is a prescriptive rather than descriptive approach to medical decisions: 'It is a guide for thinking about how decisions should be made rather than a schema for how they are made'.
Clinical encounters often deal with multiple problems, with several decisions being made. In a study of patient involvement in Strengths and limitations of this study ▪ A taxonomy was developed through a contentdriven iterative process using qualitative methods. ▪ The taxonomy was tested on video recorded patient-physician encounters comprising 17 different clinical specialties, three practice settings (outpatients, inpatients on the ward, emergency room) and several hundred cases. ▪ The encounters were recorded at a single hospital, and the taxonomy has not been tested in general practice or psychiatry.
decisions, Braddock et al 12 developed a descriptive definition of a medical decision as 'a verbal statement committing to a particular course of action'. This definition is broad and includes actions leading to diagnostic tests, prescriptions, referrals and instructions regarding diet and physical activity. However, it does not capture decisions that influence the subsequent 'courses of action', such as evaluations of findings and tests, and interpretations concerning diagnosis, prognosis and aetiology, most likely because patient involvement in such decisions is not considered relevant.
Deber 13 made a distinction between 'problem-solving', which was defined as the 'search for a single correct solution to a problem, and 'decision-making', which was defined as 'situations in which a choice must be made among one of several alternatives'. However, medical 'problem-solving' often involves 'decision-making' on the path to a conclusion, best illustrated by the fact that diagnostic conclusions seldom reveal themselves; they have to be produced by someone.
14 Most of the time, diagnostic problem-solving and therapeutic actions present options that require decision-making and leave room for interpretation because of medical and contextual complexity. 15 The literature lacks a comprehensive system for classifying medical decisions in patient-physician encounters. In order to better understand clinical decision-making processes, we aimed to identify and classify all decisions emerging in conversations between patients and physicians. This paper describes the process from initial observations of video recorded patient-physician encounters, through deliberations about what constitutes a decision, to the development of a taxonomy of decisions. Such a taxonomy could be helpful in teaching, and in studies on quality of medical work, its financial implications, understanding of patient involvement, and disentangling the complexity of physicians' everyday tasks.
METHOD
We conducted a qualitative study where we studied video recorded patient-physician encounters in a hospital setting.
Material Available for our study by broad consent were 380 video recorded physician-patient encounters collected at a large Norwegian teaching hospital (Akershus University Hospital) in 2007-2008, as a part of a randomised controlled trial, to evaluate the effect of a 20 h communication skills course. 16 While 55% of the videos were recorded before communication training, 45% were recorded after training. The physicians were randomly drawn from all physicians under 60 years of age working in clinical departments; 71 of 103 (69%) invited physicians consented to participate in the trial, and 59 provided broad consent. Patients were recruited consecutively on the days the participating physicians were available, and 94% agreed to have their encounter videotaped. 17 The distribution of patients, physicians and encounters is shown in table 1. The average duration of the encounters was 22 min.
Method
We assembled a team of physicians to analyse the videotaped encounters starting autumn 2010. The fourmember project team consisted of a specialist registrar in internal medicine/research fellow (EHO), a neurologist/professor ( JCF), a general practitioner/professor (ES) and a professor of health services research/previously a general practitioner and a public health specialist (PG). Informed by previous medical training, we had no problem with understanding the words and actions observed in the encounters. The team had a continuous dialogue about the potential biases generated by a shared medical perspective. To contrast the medical perspective, we included a social psychologist/communication specialist (RMF) in the analytic phase of the study.
We started from the top of a randomised list of the 380 videos to get an overall impression, and studied encounters without any particular coding structure in mind. We aimed to describe what the content and constituent elements of clinically relevant decisions were and when clinical decisions were made. This process is identical with what Borkan, Miller and Crabtree describe as immersion/crystallisation, 18 except that our study was informed by previous work. 12 Trying to structure the seemingly natural flow of the encounters, we made SOAP notes 19 of each encounter. SOAP notes structure medical encounters into a subjective ( patient history), objective (clinical examination), assessment (diagnosis) and planning phase. These notes provided a useful tool in the analysis. The group reflected on events that suggested that decisions were being made, and we had extensive discussions about the threshold for claiming that an observed statement or action signified a decision. We agreed that all statements had to include some element of medically relevant content in order to count as a medical decision, for example, 'We have to operate on you' was included by such a requirement, while 'We'll order a train ticket for you to get home' was not. We also agreed that all statements needed to be related to the actual patient's concrete situation and be distinct from general medical information in order to count as a medical decision, for example, 'I think you got lung cancer due to smoking' was included by such a requirement, while 'Smoking is the most common cause for lung cancer' was not.
We developed the following definition of a medical decision: 'A verbal statement committing to a particular course of clinically relevant action and/or statement concerning the patient's health that carries meaning and weight because it is said by a medical expert'. Details about the development of the definition and the temporal characteristics of decisions are described in a previously published paper. 20 Being able to identify decisions, we proceeded with attempts to categorise them. Transcriptions of all statements conveying decisions from the first 30 encounters were gathered and sorted according to categories that were given provisional names, a process described by Addison, Miller and Crabtree as an editing style of analysis. 21 This process was partly inductive, establishing new categories, and partly deductive, building on categories that might be labelled as self-evident, that is, prescription of drugs, ordering a diagnostic test, etc-categories comprised by Braddock et al's 12 22 studies. The main criteria for establishing and maintaining categories were that they captured relevant decisions and that a category was mutually exclusive from other categories. The unit of analysis was statements that conveyed medical decisions. This iterative process resulted in a coding scheme with 10 topical categories. We now saw the contours of a taxonomy. 23 We tested the categories on new recordings in order to examine the taxonomy's applicability and to evaluate interoperator variability. We selected samples of five videos from different settings and specialties in order to ensure a maximum variation. 24 All four physicians coded the five videos according to the current version of the taxonomy. This process was repeated three times with new videos. The taxonomy underwent revision twice, leading to two modifications of the categories (combining referrals with other contact-related decisions and distinguishing evaluating test results from defining problem decisions, respectively). This process is described by Miller and Crabtree as template analysis. 25 By the end of 2011, we reached consensus on a version of the taxonomy that we deemed fit for reliability testing. We used Krippendorff's α-agreement for content coding, 26 which allows for the comparison of many coders, many nominal categories and missing values. We coded a final set of five new videos to assess reliability with Krippendorff's α. A total of 20 videos were used for these four rounds of consistency and reliability assessments. The remaining 330 encounters were analysed to test the taxonomy's applicability in other specialties.
RESULTS
Our methodological approach yielded a taxonomy comprising 10 categories (table 2). The taxonomy was named the Decision Identification and Classification Taxonomy for Use in Medicine (DICTUM; see online supplementary 1). We describe below the characteristics of each category and the function it performs in medical encounters using quotes from the 380 videos in our corpus, as shown in table 3. The categories are ordered starting with diagnostic, followed by therapeutic and ending with consulting and decisions about management. The quotes are verbatim extracts from the dialogue and are presented with contextual information including setting, specialty and clinically relevant problem/diagnosis. Since the videos were recorded 7 years ago, some of the recommendations and therapeutic regimens touched on in the selected transcriptions may have changed and may not reflect current practice.
Category #1: gathering additional information
This category describes decisions to obtain information from other sources than patient interview, physical examination and patient chart.
In the clinical encounter, a physician gathers information through the patient interview, physical examination and chart review. The taxonomy does not define these actions as clinically relevant decisions. However, when a physician explicitly demonstrates gathering additional information, that is, ordering a diagnostic test, calling a colleague to discuss the patient's problem, seeking external information from other parties (general practitioner, family member, other hospital, etc.), such actions are coded as decisions. This category generally functions to increase the amount and precision of information related to the patient's problem, previous history or context-either because the information cannot be provided by the patient, because the physician does not feel competent or certain enough to decide alone, or because the patient's problem requires additional diagnostic information gained by tests.
Category #2: evaluating test result
This category describes simple, normative assessments of clinical findings and tests and why they in the taxonomy are defined as clinically relevant decisions. The objective phase of a SOAP-modelled encounter 19 is where the physician gathers information through physical examination. A clinical examination is the execution of idealised tests normatively assessing bodily functions. The way the clinician assesses these and other tests, such as lab results and X-ray images, may be referred to as clinical judgement. 4 Even though tests generally are appended with standardised interpretations of normality and pathology, the clinician has to decide whether or not this test result matters and how it influences the specific context. The clinician also needs to take the test's likelihood of being true or false into account by interpreting the test in the light of its sensitivity and specificity. 6 A blood pressure of 140/80 mm Hg could be described as too high in a teenager, while it might be ideal for a 90-year-old without known vascular disease or a 50-year-old with severe treatment-resistant hypertension. Like other tests, a blood pressure measurement does not speak for itself; somebody has to decide how to interpret it in a specific context. 14 In the taxonomy, normative assessments of diagnostic tests are defined as decisions while simple assessments of the patient's history without further elaboration are not. The function of this category is to separate normal from pathological processes and to create building blocks for more complex assessments such as diagnoses and prognoses.
Category #3: defining problem This category describes complex, interpretative assessments that define what the problem is and reflects a medically informed conclusion.
In the assessment phase of the SOAP-modelled encounter, the physician interprets the patient's history, clinical findings and diagnostic tests using clinical reasoning to understand the patient's problem(s). These complex, interpretative statements differ from simple, normative statements in the way that they serve at least one of four functions: diagnostic conclusion, evaluation of state of health, aetiological inference or prognostic judgement.
This category has two main functions. First, to categorise any conglomerate of symptoms, signs, findings and beliefs into a biomedical framework of understanding, namely the taxonomy of diagnoses. We observed that these decisions occasionally yielded a first-time diagnosis, but more often decisions were made to rule out a disease, or an assessment of the patient's health state in the context of a known disease. Along with diagnoses follows the possibility of prognostic judgements and aetiological inferences. Statements reflecting such decisions have the potential to establish order and predictability in complex and often emergent situations, thereby informing both the patient and providers about the what, how and when of the given problem. Second, these decisions set the stage for prescriptive measures, Quantitative 'The goal has to be that it should be 120/80' OPC, type 2 diabetes, BP 135/80 'We want to get the A1c down between 7 and 8' OPC, type 2 diabetes, A1c 9,2 'I would like to see your viral counts under 50' OPC, infectious disease, HIV, viral count 700 Qualitative 'What you should work on the next year is building your strength' OPC, orthopaedics, knee prosthesis FU 'Seeing that this is a curative setting I don't dare to lower your dose' OPC, oncology, GI-cancer 'The goal has to be to get as good as you were before' IPW, neurology, stroke 10 Transfer responsibility 'I don't know for sure, but they know all about it at the cancer centre' OPC, haematology-oncology, radiation 'The issue of your driver's license, you have to discuss with your family doctor' IPW, cardiology, chronic heart failure Change subject Patient asks about prescription for sildenafil-physician changes topic OPC, infectious disease, HIV Wait and see 'We'll see how it goes' IPW, gastroenterology, abdominal pain 'I would like to wait and see [with regards to implantation of grommets]' OPC, ear-nose-throat, fluid in ear 'I think we'll wait and see for 4 weeks' OPC, neurology, neck pain, numbness in arm Active and specified 'I'll have to think about this [choice between sunitinib and interferon treatment]' OPC, oncology, metastasised renal cancer ACL, anterior cruciate ligament; A1c, glycated haemoglobin; BP, blood pressure; ER, emergency room; FU, follow-up; GI, gastrointestinal; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; IPW, inpatient ward; OPC, outpatient; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention. 7 Open Access like advice on self-management of a problem or biomedical interventions like drugs or surgery.
Category #4: drug related
This category describes decisions to start, refrain from, stop, alter or maintain a drug regimen.
In the planning-phase of the SOAP model, the most intuitively clear-cut category involves starting, refraining from, stopping, altering or maintaining a drug regimen. In the taxonomy, any statement committing to drug-related action is defined as a decision, including both prescription and over-the-counter drugs such as vitamin supplements and herbal medicine, including all modes of administration: tablets, suppositories, intravenous, nebulisers, etc. The function of decisions to start, maintain or adjust drug regimens is an intention to improve on and/or prevent a medical problem by transferring professional promise of improvement to a proxy containing chemical substances designed to affect specific systems of human chemistry.
Category #5: therapeutic procedure related This category describes decisions to intervene on a medical problem, plan, perform or refrain from therapeutic procedures of a medical nature.
In addition to pharmaceutical therapy, medicine offers hands-on interventions performed by health professionals to prevent or solve medical problems, for example, surgery, wound care, interventional radiology and radiation therapy. The function of decisions to start or maintain non-pharmaceutical interventions is the intention to improve on and/or prevent a medical problem using hands-on technical craftsmanship, possibly aided by sophisticated technical equipment.
Category #6: legal and insurance related This category describes medical decisions concerning the patient, which is based on or restricted by legal regulations or financial arrangements.
Medical care operates within a legal and political context. Medical encounters contain decisions concerning the patient, which are based on or restricted by legal and financial arrangements. Such decisions might relate to the economic or social benefits the patient is or is not entitled to. The function of legal and insurance-related decisions in clinical encounters is to enforce the framework healthcare provided within when it comes to laws and norms that govern both patients and providers.
Category #7: contact related This category describes decisions regarding admittance or discharge from hospital, scheduling of control and referral to other parts of the healthcare system.
In the planning phase of the SOAP-modelled encounter, plans for future contact with the healthcare system are made. In hospital encounters, these decisions concern being admitted or discharged from the hospital, scheduling of a follow-up appointment or referrals to other parts of the healthcare system. These decisions describe a trajectory of future meetings between a patient and a provider and also implicitly say something about the health condition in question.
Category #8: advice and precaution This category describes decisions to give the patient advice or precaution, thereby transferring responsibility for action from provider to patient.
Just like simple and complex assessments (the 'Evaluating test result' and 'Defining problem' categories), advice carries meaning and weight when stated by a physician in a clinical setting. Advice transfers responsibility for action from provider to patient. In accordance with Braddock et al, 12 we defined clinically relevant advice as decisions. Physicians have the option to give advice or not and, if given, options on how to formulate and customise the advice depending on the context.
The main function of giving advice is the intention to affect patient behaviour in a medically favourable direction. A central function of precautionary advice is to provide the patient with useful information on how to act in the face of symptoms. Another function could be a perception that the provider/institution is less accountable for future events following such information.
Category #9: treatment goal
This category describes decisions to set defined goals for treatment, thereby being more specific than giving advice.
Regardless of a patient's health condition or disease, physicians define or describe goals and expected outcomes of treatment. In our material, physicians seldom explored patients' goals, but they frequently set targets and goals for patients. These goals might be set using a numerical value, like blood pressure, glycated haemoglobin levels or viral counts. The function of a treatment goal is to define concrete desirable end points of a treatment process using symptom abatement or surrogate markers.
Category #10: deferment This category describes decisions not to make decisions -in other words, to actively delay a decision or a rejection to decide on a problem presented by a patient.
For various reasons, physicians and sometimes patients defer decisions. It might be a decision to actively delay a decision, most often displayed as 'Let's wait and see'. Deferment decisions also comprise transferring the decision-making responsibility to another person or by changing the subject.
The function of deferments is to sort problems in or out of the present context, either by naming another person or place in time as the proper context, or simply by ignoring it (deliberately or inattentively).
Inter-rater reliability To assess the reliability of the taxonomy, we did a fourcoder inter-rater-reliability test using Krippendorff's α. All four coders coded the same five videos, which returned α=0.79. This is virtually the same as Krippendorff's cut-off value of 0.8 needed for coded variables to be reliable. 26 Average time to code an encounter per physician was 1-1.5 times the visit. DISCUSSION DICTUM is the first comprehensive taxonomy of physician-made medical decisions in patient-physician encounters. The taxonomy provides a precise, detailed and comprehensive description of medical decisions communicated within the patient-physician encounter.
We aimed to identify all observable physician decisions that had relevance to a medical and/or a patient perspective. From a medical point of view, the taxonomy comprises any clinically relevant task that needs to be dealt with in an encounter: from interpreting the patient's story, symptoms, clinical findings and diagnostic tests, to the translation of this knowledge into actions including medical interventions, providing relevant contextualised information to the patient and appropriate level of follow-up.
From the patient's perspective, the statements coded as decisions sum up bullet points of information the patient can take home from the encounter. Imagine a patient coming home to his spouse or parent and being asked; 'So what did the doctor say?' The response could be a summary of the statements identified as decisions by the taxonomy, for example, 'The doctor concluded that I have pneumonia and gave me some antibiotics. She said I will be fine again, but that it could take as long as a month before all symptoms will pass. I have to go back to control my chest X-ray in 6-8 weeks. She said I should stop smoking. When I asked if I could get any of the pills available for smoking cessation, she said I have to speak with my family physician'. This example is probably more structured, detailed and medicocentred than patients' real-life summaries of medical encounters would be, but it is provided to depict the amount and complexity of clinically relevant outcomes that is communicated to patients.
The taxonomy differs from other decision frameworks. Where evidence-based medicine (EBM), shared decisionmaking (SDM) and informed decision-making (IDM) are all normative approaches with prescriptive motives, DICTUM is descriptive. Where EBM and SDM, in general, focus on a single decision, our taxonomy aims to identify all decisions. Some earlier studies aimed to include more than one decision and identified between three and seven decisions per encounter. 12 22 27-29 In these studies, measuring the involvement of patients was the primary aim.
In addition to action statements, the taxonomy includes judgement statements, mainly represented in the two categories 'Evaluating test results' and 'Defining problem'. Ely et al 30 developed a taxonomy of clinical questions to assess how physicians deal with the challenges of treatment, choice of tests and also diagnosis, prognosis and aetiology, by building their framework around clinical questions instead of the decisions that produced the answers. 31 DICTUM also includes decisions leading to actions like ordering a test, selecting level of care and follow-up, or whether a colleague has to be consulted or not. In other recently published studies, all these actions have been referred to as 'key decisions' or 'clinical decisions'. [32] [33] [34] [35] Strengths and limitations A strength of DICTUM is that it has been developed and tested on video recorded patient-physician encounters comprising 17 different clinical specialties, three practice settings (outpatients, inpatients on the ward, emergency room) and several hundred cases. Potential limits of this study are that the encounters were recorded in a single hospital and that the taxonomy has not been tested in general practice or psychiatry. The categories are broad, still specific and only rarely have we encountered decisions that challenged the mutual exclusivity of categories. In the few cases where a statement could fit into more than one category, the codebook-developed through a continuous iterative process -provided guidance (see online supplementary for examples). Our Krippendorff's α assessment of interrater reliability was 0.01 below the threshold for coded values to be reliable. We view the composition of our project team as a strength.
Implications
The taxonomy may be used to create maps and profiles of encounters that could provide useful feedback to physicians. Such encounter maps could also describe similarities and differences between specialties and single physicians, and enlighten understanding of possible differences between encounters with patients based on their age, social status or ethnicity. The taxonomy could also be used as a tool for both physicians and patients to increase awareness of when decisions are made, who makes them and who should make them. Increased awareness could set the stage for dialogue around the level of patient involvement, as well as improve the quality of decision-making processes. Exposing physicians and patients to the taxonomy and observing how they interact afterwards is a possible future approach.
Our contribution pinpoints the difficult task of precisely defining what a decision is, because decisions are distributed over time, space and agents and come in all shapes and colours: from the intuitive one hundredth of a second action to the everlasting deliberation process. Within the boundaries of the patient-physician encounter, our definition and taxonomy adds necessary precision to mapping the decisional terrain. The taxonomy answers where, but not how. Hopefully, a descriptive tool could assist a normative approach in future studies of clinical decision-making. Assessment of clinical decisions as such may not have causal effects on performance, but could serve as a first step on the path to increased awareness of what has the potential to improve.
